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Design begins with culture, not process

“To create you need to question, prepare to fail and reflect”

Practical Assessment: Drawing Skills Project Brief: Sweet Dispenser
Drawings are a good way of showing 

measurements and how components fit
together

Orthographic Drawing
Adding Dimensions

Most ideas are based upon past or similar
products or inspired by nature, artists or 

design movements. 
Product analysis is a key feature in researching

and developing a new product

Understand and use mechanical systems in
their products, for example, gears, pulleys,

cams, levers and linkages]

Modelling and Testing: Tools, Joints and Methods

Wood joints are a traditional method of joining timber. 
There are a range of different joints that can be used for 

different situations that provide a variety of levels of 
strength and structure.

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

Planning and Manufacturing
Design and development involve 

creating working drawings and parts 
lists to enable a third party to 

manufacture the design.

Product Testing and Evaluating End  of Rotation 
Assessment

Analysing 
progress

Throughout the iterative design process, the design 
ideas and models or prototypes will need to be 
analysed and evaluated to inform the choice of 

design to take forward, to make modifications and 
to develop into the final chosen design solution. 



Emerging Developing Proficient Confident Skilful & Accomplished

Investigation 
and Design

●I can form basic ideas
●I can form parts of my idea
●I can sketch my design idea

●I can label my designs to show 
the different parts of my product
●I can label my design ideas
●I can sketch my design ideas

●I can label a range of design ideas 
to show the different parts of my 
product
●I can label a range of different 
design ideas
●I can sketch a range of design 
ideas

●I can refer to my specification when 
explaining my design ideas
●I can explain the reasons for choice in a 
range of designs
●I can justify why I have chosen my 
design ideas

●I ask others what they think of my design
●I collect and explain feedback and use this to 
support my design
●I have tested my ideas against the specification
●I have taken into consideration how my product 
might be produced on a larger scale
●My design is made based on feedback

Create and 
Manufacture

●I know how to use some tools 
with some accuracy in practical 
lessons
●I collect some of my tools & 
equipment
●I know the names of  some 
tools & equipment 

●I know how to use most  tools 
with some accuracy during 
manufacture.
●I collect all of my tools & 
equipment
●I know the names of  tools & 
equipment on my plan

●I present my work my work clearly 
and accurately.
●I consider the quality and finish of 
my product when using tools & 
equipment
● I can measure and mark out 
accurately

.

●I know how to change my product as i 
make it
●I can use my plan without support
●I can use my plan to make my products 
accurate
●I can adjust my plan as needed with 
evidence

●I use the correct processes to make a successful 
product
●I chose the correct materials to make a successful 
product 
●I chose the correct tools and equipment to make a 
successful product
●I have used a range of techniques to ensure a 
highly accurate and detailed product is made
●I can explain any modifications made to my plan

Test and 
Evaluate

●I can suggest one way in which 
my product can be changed
●I can state something new i’ve 
learnt in each lesson
●I can recall some aspects of the 
lessons

●I can get comments from 
others about my product
●I can suggest one way in which 
my product can be improved
●I can recall something new i’ve 
learnt in each lessen

●I can discuss how to improve 
during the lesson and my product
●Ican discuss what can be 
improved with reasoning
●I can discuss what has gone well 
or not in lesson and with my 
product

●I can work out the cost of my product 
per unit
●I can evaluate my work and product 
against my design specification
●I can make improvements to my 
product as its being made.

●I can evaluate the product specification of my 
product
●I can work out the key details of my product 
specification
●I can evaluate how my research helped my 
designing, planning and making
●I can suggest modifications to my product for 
different target markets
●I can justify the changes to my designs and product

Technical 
Knowledge

●I can identify information from 
the topics covered
●I understand a little about 
material properties and mechanical 
& electrical systems
●I understand a little about ICT and 
inputs, processes & outputs

●I understand a little about 
material properties & how they 
might benefit my product
●I understand a little about 
mechanical & electrical systems 
& hoe they might improve my 
work
●I understand a little about how 
to apply ICT and inputs, 
processes & outputs

●I can explain and/or demonstrate 
understanding of the topics 
covered
●I understand and use the 
properties of materials to achieve 
solutions
●I understand how mechanical, 
electrical and electronic systems 
are used to improve the functions 
of a product

●I can transfer knowledge from  topics 
covered into different situations and 
target markets
●I  use  properties of materials & the 
performance of structural elements to to 
achieve solutions
●I understand how advanced mechanical 
systems are used in products to enable 
changes in movement and force

●I can critically analyse the different elements of the 
topics covered
●I can propose how different factors may affect the 
outcomes of the topics covered
●I understand how advanced electrical and 
electronic ICT systems can be powered and used in 
products. 
●I understand how to apply intelligence thorough 
controls systems to  products.
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Time

- initially

- first, then, next

- afterwards

- finally

- subsequently

- eventually

- previously

Addition

- and

- also

- in addition

- further

- furthermore

- as well as

- and then

Comparison

- equally

- similarly

- in comparison

- likewise

- by contrast

- alternatively

- despite this

Illustration 

- for example

- for instance

- in other words

- to show that

- such as

- as revealed by

- analysis shows

Summary 

- in brief

- on the whole

- summarising

- overall

- to sum up

- evidently

- in conclusion

Opinion

- it would seem

- it appears

- obviously

- possibly

- it seems likely

- presumably

- in conclusion

Balance & 

Contrast

- however

- nevertheless

- alternatively

- yet

- whereas

Wood
- Hardwood

(Oak, Mahogany, Beech, 

Balsa, Jelutong)

- Softwood 

(Pine, Cedar, Spruce, 

Fir, Redwood)

- Manufactured boards

(Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF), 

Plywood, Chipboard, Hardboard)

Plastic

- Thermoplastic

- Thermosetting Plastic

- Acrylic

- High-Impact 

Polypropylene (HIPs)

- Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

- Vacumform

- Injection Moulded

Metal

- Ferrous metals

- Non-ferrous metals

- Alloys

- Aluminium

- Steel

- Copper

- Brass

- Rods & Bars

Fabric

- Natural fibres

- Synthetic fibres

- Cotton

- Wool

- Neoprene

- Weave

- Hand stitching

- Sewing machine

Design Process 

Key Words

- Research

- Investigate

- Collate

- Design

- Develop

- Plan

- Discuss

- Compare

- Consider

- Sketch

- Annotate

- Evaluate

- Finish

- Modify

- Improve

- Manufacture

- Consider

- Explain

- Technology

- Measure

- Tolerance

- Quality Control

Materials - Design & Technology involves working with different materials. It is important you know the 
difference 
between materials, their individual properties, how they can be shaped and manipulated and their stock forms.

Writing an evaluation
These sentences may help

- I have designed…

- My design task was…

- I researched…

- I have produced…

- My design is suitable for…

- My design is based upon…

- I have learnt how to…

- I have planned…

- When comparing my product against the design criteria…

- The most challenging part of the project was…

- I am now more aware of…

- Equipment I have used includes…

- The techniques I have used are…

- I have considered environmental factors by…

- I am pleased with my finished product because…

- If I could change something about my product, it would be...

Evaluation - Evaluation is an integral part of the Iterative Design Process.

SMSJ

Design & 

Technology

Literacy 

Knowledge 

Organiser

Connectives - Connectives help your writing flow. Try using these connectives to improve your written Design work.

Tool Guide

- Coping saw

- Tenon saw

- Junior hacksaw

- Wooden mallet

- Craft knife

- Chisel

- Files (Flat, 

Round, Triangle, 

Square, Half-

round)

Equipment 

Guide

-Bench hook

-G-Clamp

-Vice

-Try-Square

-Cutting mat

-Steel rule

-CAD & CAM

Machine Guide
- Band saw

- Hegner saw

- Line bender

- Band facer

- Vacuum former

- Laser cutter

- 3D printer

- Pillar drill

- Polisher/Buffer
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SMSJ

Design & Technology

Numeracy 

Knowledge 

Organiser
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A Aesthetics

What colour is the product? Does this have an impact?
What shape is the product?
What texture does the surface have, is it smooth or rough? Are the edges sharp or rounded?
Does the product look attractive? Why?
Is the product well made? Does it have a good quality finish?

C Cost
What is the retail cost (the price you would pay in a shop)? What is the manufacture cost (how much it costs to make)?
Does it seem good value for money? Why?
Does the price reflect any social or moral considerations (e.g. Fair trade, FSC)?

C
Consumer & 

Market

Who might use the product? Who else, other than the user, might be affected by the product?
Where will the product be used?
What market (age range, demographic, etc…) is the product aimed at? What other similar products might it have to compete with?

E Environment
Are recycled materials used in the product? How do you know? Could the materials used be recycled?
How is the product packaged? (are recyclable materials used and is there excess packaging?
What type of power source does the product use?

S Safety
What safety issues have been considered when designing and manufacturing the product?
Does the product meet relevant safety standards? How do you know this?

S Size
What size is the product?  Is the product comfortable to use? Are its proportions appropriate for its use?
How has the designer considered human factors (ergonomics) in the product’s design?
If the size was increased or decreased, would it work or look better?

F Function

What does the product do? What will it be used for?
How does the product have to perform? How is it tested? How well does it work?
Is maintenance needed? Is it planned for in the design and during the products use? 
What market standards does the product meet? How do you know this?
How could the product be improved to work better? 

M
Materials & 

Manufacture

What materials or components is the product made from? Would different materials or components look better?
How many of the product has the manufacturer had to make?
Is the product mass or batch produced, or made as a one-off? What manufacturing processes were used to make the product?
How are the parts of the product joined together? Could this be done better?

Product Analysis
When designing and making new products, it is sometimes helpful to look at existing products. By analysing

products, you may gain a better understanding of your clients needs. In D&T we use ACCESS FM to analyse

products, here are some questions you should consider when carrying out a product analysis.

SMSJ

Design & Technology

Writing Knowledge 

Organiser

Iterative design: Is a design process

based on a cyclic (circle) process whereby a

design is improved by frequent development,

modeling and evaluation. The benefits of iterative

design is that it can have a number of different

starting points and outcomes.

Design Brief: Is written at the beginning of a

design project and should set out a response to

the problem/context and outline intentions and

next steps for the project.

Design Specification: Is a detailed

document created following research being

completed. The specification should contain

specific points about the product you intend to

make. For example: “the bench should be made

from Oak as it is intended to go outside and Oak is

a weather resistant Hardwood when properly

treated.”

Evaluation: The Evaluation usually happens

at the end of a project, however is an integral part

of iterative design so should run through the

whole process. Evaluations can take a variety of

forms - General discussion with clients and

collaborators as well as being critically written up.
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Oblique Drawing
Uses a 45-degree angle to

draw lines that represent

the depth of the side.

Isometric Drawing
Uses a 30-degree angle to

draw lines that represent

the depth and is much

more realistic.

Two-dimensional &

Three-dimensional

Drawing
While the 2D designs

have only width and

height, a 3D design has

three dimensions – width,

height and depth.

Perspective Drawing
Gives a three-dimensional feeling to a flat image.

Perspective drawing can be:

One point - converging towards a single 'vanishing point'.

Two point - uses two points placed on the horizon line.

Three point - all three planes of a shape converge.

1 Point 

Perspective

2 Point 

Perspective

3 Point 

Perspective

Pop Art Bridget Riley Marimekko Ryan 

McGinness

SMSJ

Design & Technology

Sketching & Designing 

Knowledge Organiser

Surface pattern influences - It is important to research different artists and designers when

thinking about potential surface finishes. Different colours, styles and design movements will

suit different products/designs.

Logo & Font Design - Products and companies often have a logo, a simple image that

easily identifies the brand. Logos should be made up of simple colours and shapes and do

not always need to contain the companies name. Font is the style of writing used on a

products branding or packaging. The Font should be easy to read and can be displayed as

Bold, Underlined or Italic in a variety of colours.

Drawing Techniques - There are a number of different drawing

technique that designers can use to communicate their ideas.
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